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As a representative of new reflective display technology, the electrowetting

display (EWD) has been widely accepted for its good advantages in power

consumption control and display contrast. Because of charge trapping and

contact angle hysteresis, static images cannot be maintained and afterimage

phenomenon occurs, respectively. These problems seriously affect the EWDs

display effect. In order to improve the video display effect of EWDs, an

alternating current (AC) driving model was proposed in this paper. Firstly, a

high integration EWDs system was built with Xilinx field programmable gate

array (FPGA). Secondly, an asymmetric intermediate frequency (IF) AC driving

model was proposed to eliminate the afterimage of the video. Finally, the

optimized driving method was applied to the EWDs system to achieve a high-

smooth display output. The experimental results showed that the problem of

afterimage and the problem of static image preserving display were effectively

solved. Compared with the traditional AC driving waveform, the maximum

reflected luminance of the proposed method was increased by 14%, and the

refresh rate of EWDs could reach 60 Hz.
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1 Introduction

Video information acquisition has become one of the important sources for people’s

daily life. The emergence of technologies such as liquid crystal displays (LCD), Organic

Light-Emitting Diode (OLED), and electrophoretic paper displays (EPD) provides more

convenience for information interaction [1–3]. In addition to the size and resolution of

display devices, people have higher requirements, and reading comfort is gradually

concerned. Because of the reflective display, the electronic paper display has the

advantages of paper reading experience and low power consumption and is soon

widely used. As a representative of the reflective display, EPD enters people’s field of

vision in the form of electronic tags, electronic books, electronic notebooks, etc. Currently,

the response speed of EPD is still too slow to play video smoothly [4]. The EWD is

expected to become a newmember of the display family due to its fast response speed, and
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paper-like reflective display [5]. As a result, many scholars have

paid attention to EWDs for obtaining better paper-like display

and video display performance in recent years.

The EWD technology was first proposed in 1981 and

successfully applied in 2003 [6, 7]. In recent years, a pulse

width modulated (PWM) square wave has been used as the

EWDs drive waveform [4]. However, this driving waveform

could cause some defects such as contact angle hysteresis [8],

oil splitting [9], and charge trapping problems [10]. The

contact angle hysteresis problem, which caused the

afterimage phenomenon when video playing, had a bad

effect on the display performance in EWDs. In order to

solve the problem, the alternating current (AC) driving

signal was replaced by a direct current (DC) signal [11, 12].

But a symmetrical AC signal could bring about a reduction in

the aperture ratio. Therefore, it was very necessary to design a

reliable AC driving method. The oil backflow phenomenon

occurs when a DC drive signal is continuously supplied due to

the charge trapping. The oil backflow could be related to

three-phase contact lines formed by oil, water, and

hydrophobic insulators [13, 14]. The reset signal was

introduced into the AC driving waveform to reduce the oil

backflow problem [15, 16]. However, the addition of a reset

signal caused a flicker problem in the video display. In order to

verify the effectiveness of the EWDs driver in video playback,

the design of the video display system was particularly critical.

Yang designed a portable EWDs driving system that could

display complex images [17]. Qian designed a real-time

dynamic display system of electrowetting, which could be

connected to computer signals to realize dynamic real-time

display in EWDs [18]. However, the system structure was

complex, and excessive the system on a chip (SOC) led to an

increase in system power consumption. Therefore, it is very

important to design an EWDs system with high integration.

This paper made three contributions. Firstly, a highly

integrated EWDs system was designed with a high refresh

rate, which could be used for the validation study of driving

signals. Secondly, an asymmetric intermediate frequency (IF) AC

driving mothed was proposed to solve the problem of afterimage

and maintain images during video playback. Finally, the

optimized driving scheme was applied to the EWDs system.

Compared with the traditional DC driving model, the

asymmetric IF AC driving model had a better driving display

capability in terms of the video display.

2 Principles

2.1 Principles of EWDs

Each pixel of EWDs is primarily composed of a top-plate,

an indium tin oxide glass (ITO), polar liquid (NaCl solution),

colored oil, pixel wall, a hydrophobic insulation layer, a lower

substrate, as shown in Figure 1A [19]. An EWD is essentially

an optical switch [20, 21]. It changes the wettability of the

conducting liquid on the hydrophobic insulating layer by

applying a voltage between the top and bottom ITO. When

there is no driving voltage, the polar liquid cannot wet the

surface, the oil tile on the hydrophobic insulating layer, the

pixel is equivalent to an “off” state, as shown in Figure 1A.

When the voltage is applied, oil is moved to a pixel corner

under the action of electric field force, and the polar liquid

will be moved above the hydrophobic layer. The contact

angle between the polar liquid and the hydrophobic

insulating layer decreases, and the aperture ratio increases.

The pixel will show the color of the substrate, and the pixel is

equivalent to the “on” state, as shown in Figure 1B. The

Young-Lippmann equation is the basic theory of

electrowetting technology [22], the relationship between

oil contact angle and voltage can be obtained by the

Young-Lippmann, as shown in Eq. 1.

cos θ � cos θ0 + 1
2
ε0 εr
dγlg

V2 (1)

Vbd �
�������������
2(1 − cos θ0)γlg
1

4πk
εoilSoil

h + εrSpix
d

√√
~

��
d

√
(2)

FIGURE 1
Side view of an EWD pixel structure, the pixel is equivalent to an “off” state. (A) Pixel is equivalent to an “off” state. (B) Pixel is equivalent to an “on”
state.
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Where V denotes the driving voltage, θ is the oil-solid interface

contact angle,θ0 is the equilibrium contact angle between the

polar liquid and the hydrophobic insulating layer, d is the

thickness of the hydrophobic insulating layer,γlg indicates

interfacial tension between oil and polar liquids. ε0 Indicates

vacuum dielectric constant and εr represents the dielectric

constant of the hydrophobic insulating layer, εoil is the

dielectric constant of oil, k is the electrostatic constant, h is

the thickness of the oil,Vbd is the breakdown threshold voltage of

the insulating layer, Soil is the area of the oil that shrinks to the

corner of the pixel,Spix represents the area of the pixel. It can be

seen from Eq. 2 [23], which can adjust the aperture ratio by

improving the driving voltage waveform, thereby affecting the

breakdown threshold voltage of the insulating layer. It is easy to

break through the hydrophobic insulation layer if the voltage is

too high, which can cause damage to EWDs pixels [24].

When the porosity increases with the increase of the

voltage, the contact angle is called advancing angle. On the

contrary, when the aperture ratio decreases as the voltage

decreases, the contact angle is called receding angle at the

same driving voltage and the difference between the forward

and backward angles is the contact angle hysteresis in EWDs

[11]. The square waveform is applied during the driving

process to keep the aperture ratio, this method can not

only shorten the response time but also improved the oil

splitting [25]. When the driving voltage increases to a

maximum, the oil will be shrank completely in corners, the

aperture ratio cannot be larger. When a constant voltage is

applied, the contracted oil cannot be kept in a stable state due

to charge trapping, and oil backflow could be caused due to an

imbalance between Laplace pressure and Maxwell pressure at

the three-phase contact line [26]. The aperture ratio is less

affected by oil backflow, the value of aperture ratio can be

calculated by Eq. 3.

A � [1 − Soil
Spix

] × 100% (3)

cos θ � 1 − C(V − VT)2
2γlg

(4)

Where A is the aperture ratio. The effect of oil backflow caused

by charge trapping can also be reduced by the reset signal and

AC waveform [15, 26]. The relationship between the

Lippmann contact angle and the driving voltage can be

determined by Eq. 4, [23, 27]. Where VT is the potential

generated by the charge trapping, C is the capacitance of the

pixel, the capacitance value of pixel C can be calculated by Eq.

5, [23]. By changing the driving voltage waveform and

adjusting the voltage duty ratio, the oil-solid interface

contact angle can be controlled, and the gray-scale display

of EWDs can be directly affected. As can be seen from Eq. 4,

the value range of θ is larger under AC driving waveform than

DC driving waveform, the relationship between voltage and θ

with AC drive is worth further study. The relationship

between the contact angle and the voltage can also be

expressed by the following Eq. 6, γsl, γsg represents the

surface tension of the solid-liquid, and solid-gas interface

respectively [15].

C � 1
4πk

( εoilSoil
h

+ εrSpix
d

) (5)

cos θ � γsg − γsl + ε0 εr V2/2d
γlg

(6)

2.2 Principles of EWDs driving model

2.2.1 Highly integrated EWDs driving system
As shown in Figure 2, a highly integrated EWDs system

needed FPGA to complete signal acquisition and processing,

and complete EWDs driving. Firstly, the personal computer

(PC) signal was received by the FPGA through the high-

definition multimedia interface (HDMI) interface, then the

time minimized differential signal (TMDS) was converted into

a red-green-blue (RGB) signal, and finally the RGB signal was

converted into corresponding driving signals and output to

an EWD.

This system realized the conversion of TMDS in FPGA, and

could adapt to input signals of any resolution, which provided

convenience for EWD. In addition, an adaptive resolution signal

output function was added to the system, which could be adapted

according to different sizes of EWDs.

A ZYNQ 7010 chip was used by the EWDs system as the

control processing chip of the system. This chip integrated a

feature-rich dual core ARM based processing system (PS) and a

Xilinx programmable logic (PL). As shown in Figure 3, the EWDs

system consisted of a power module, a core control module, an

EWD, and a base board. The base board had rich interfaces which

connected various modules. In addition, there were two HDMI

interfaces on the base board, which realized the input and output

of HDMI signals. The power module could output +20 V, -20 V,

+15 V, -15 V, +5 V, and +3.3 V to provide power for each

module. An LCD with a resolution of 800 × 480 was used as

an output device to display the RGB signal converted by the

FPGA, which was used as a signal monitor. A single-color EWD

with a resolution of 640 × 480 was used as the testing screen of

this system. Because the driving signal had the same effect on

EWDs of each color channel, this system chose a single-color

EWD as the testing device. The core control module consisted of

ZYNQ 7010, flash memory, static random-access memory

(SRAM), and low dropout regulator (LDO). As shown in

Figure 3, the highly integrated display system consisted of

HDMI interfaces, a power module, an LCD, an FPGA

module, and an EWD. The data conversion functions and

display driver functions were completed on the FPGA.
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2.2.1.1 TMDS conversion

The TMDS was converted and decoded using the PL part,

and the display function was implemented in the PS part. The

TMDS conversion part was mainly composed of a

ZYNQ7 processing system module, a video direct memory

access (VDMA), a video timing controller (VTC), a stream to

video out, and a digital visual interface (DVI) to an RGB video

decoder.

The TMDS was converted to a RGB signal for providing data to

EWDs.Display functions included a croppingmode and an adaptive

resolution mode. As shown in Figure 4, it is an EWD in different

displaymodes. As shown in Figure 4A, this is an EWD in a cropping

mode, and Figure 4C is the enlarged detail of Figure 4A. Part of the

computer signal is displayed on the EWD. Figure 4B shows an EWD

in an adaptive resolution mode, and Figure 4D is the enlarged detail

of Figure 4B, showing the whole content of the computer signal. In

the cropping mode, the signal input by PC was directly cropped and

displayed. And then, the EWDcropped into an 800 × 480 image and

output to the display module.

Since the EWD and LCD resolutions were inconsistent, the

display signal needed to be further converted to synchronize the

display. In the case of 800 × 480 resolution, the image signal was

further cropped to 640 × 480 resolution and output to the EWD.

The LCD directly received signals with a resolution of 800 × 480.

The EWD refresh rate was 60 Hz in cropping mode, and the

EWD refresh rate was 30 Hz in adaptive resolution mode, which

was determined by the input source refresh rate and the

driver chip.

The adaptive resolution method was calculated by PS, the

maximum input resolution was 1920 × 1,080, and the output

minimum resolution was 480 × 272. In this experiment, the input

resolution was 1,280 × 720, and the output resolution was 800 ×

480. The bilinear interpolation was adopted by adaptive

resolution mode to achieve picture scaling. As shown in

Figure 5, four pixels Q11, Q12, Q21, Q22 adjacent to the pixel

P. The value of pixels can be calculated by (Eqs. 5–9) [28].

f (xR1, yR1) � x2 − x
x2 − x1

f (x1, y1) + x − x1
x2 − x1

f (x2, y1) (7)

f (xR2, yR2) � x2 − x
x2 − x1

f (x2, y1) + x − x1
x2 − x1

f (x2, y2) (8)

f (xP , yP) � y2 − y
y2 − y1

f (xR1, yR1) + y − y1
y2 − y1

f (xR2, yR2) (9)

Where f(x, y) is the pixel value at the (x, y) point.

2.2.1.2 EWD signal conversion

This system adopted the driver chip of ULTRACHIP

Company, which integrated modules such as a source

controller, a gate controller and a memory. The thin film

FIGURE 2
Schematic diagram of the driving system for the EWD. HDMI signal is directly converted into RGB signal by the system and output to an LCD and
an EWD.

FIGURE 3
A physical figure of the driving system for EWDs.
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transistor electrowetting displays (TFT-EWD) underlying

voltage driving is controlled by a TFT controller with a gate

and a source. The pixel voltage was controlled by source and gate

controllers [29].

In order to reduce the occupancy of FPGA resources and
reduce the low latency of the display, the instant transfer method
was adopted. A line of 24-bit data was split into three lines of 8-
bit data corresponding to the color data of red (R), green (G), and
blue (B) channels. In our experiments, only one channel of color
data was extracted as the test-driving display signal. A row of 8-
bit data was written into the first input first output (FIFO), and
then, the loading was ready, the data was read out from the FIFO
and transmitted to the source controller as source data. Source
data cooperated with gate control signals to control EWDs.
Instant transport and ping-pong operations use two blocks of
memory to alternately input and output data, reducing the
consumption of SRAM resources [30].

2.2.2 Asymmetric intermediate frequency AC
driving model

The oil backflow phenomenon occurs when a DC driving

signal was continuously supplied due to the trapped charge. Yi

summarized the advantages of unbalanced AC driving waveform,

FIGURE 4
An EWD in differentmodes. (A) The EWD in the croppingmode. (B) The EWD in the adaptive resolutionmode. (C) Is the enlarged detail of (A). (D)
Is the enlarged detail of (B).

FIGURE 5
Bilinear interpolation algorithm.
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and the reset signal played an important role in suppressing oil

backflow [31]. However, the appearance of the reset signal caused

flickers. An asymmetric intermediate frequency AC driving

scheme was proposed in this paper to solve this problem. In

this paper, the frequency of the AC driving waveform was

increased to realize the charge switching to maintain the state

of oil, to achieve the effect of maintaining grayscales. It was

known in several literatures that oil was millisecond-level

responsive [32–34]. Therefore, the transformation of the

driving signal was carried out at the frequency of microsecond

level by us. Through experimental tests, it was found that the

aperture ratio of the forward voltage was greater than the

aperture ratio of the negative voltage under the same voltage

[15]. Therefore, the aperture ratio obtained by adjusting the

negative voltage was consistent with the aperture ratio of the

positive voltage.

As shown in Figure 6, Vcommonis the horizontal synchronizing

driving signal to common electrode,Vsource is the TFT source driving

signal. Horizontal synchronization driving signal was used for

refresh, odd-numbered lines are driven by +15 V voltage, and

even-numbered lines were driven by -20 V. The Vsource driving

voltage waveform remains +15 V and -15 V. Replacing the frame

refresh method with the line refresh method could increase the

frequency of AC driving, which couldmake the charge in oil respond

quickly, and inhibit the oil backflow effectively.

3 Results and discussion

In order to test the validity of the driving waveform, two test

platforms were built. Figure 7A was a luminance test platform for

testing the reflectivity of EWDs. Figure 7B was the aperture rate test

platform. (a) was a computer for receiving and processing data. (b)

was a colorimeter for detecting EWDs reflected luminance. (c) was an

EWD screen. (d) was an EWD driving system. (e) was a microscope

for observing the EWDs pixel structure.

In order to evaluate which DC driving signal has the best

display consistency, we tested the aperture ratios under four DC

driving waveforms. The EWD switched between “on” and “off”

every second interval. As shown in Table 1 and Figure 8, in the

case of the maximum value, the aperture ratio at +15 V was

12.33% larger than that of -15 V, and in the case of the average

value, the aperture ratio at +15 V was 9.71% larger than -15 V. In

the case of the maximum value, the aperture ratio at +20 V was

13.62% larger than -20 V. In the case of the average value, the

aperture ratio at +20 V was 8.13% larger than that -20 V. It could

be seen from Table 1 that the average value of -20 V in the “on”

state and “off” state was close to +15 V, so the asymmetric AC

driving was feasible.

FIGURE 6
The proposed driving model.

FIGURE 7
Experimental platforms for driving EWDs. (A) A luminance test platform. (B) An aperture test platform. (a) A computer (b) A colorimeter (c) An
EWD (d) An EWD driving system (e) A microscope.
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In order to demonstrate the feasibility of asymmetric AC

driving, the EWD aperture ratio experiment by AC driving

was carried out. As could be seen from Figure 9C, the +20 V

and -15 V asymmetric AC driving combination was not

feasible. It could be seen from Figure 9 that the

asymmetrical AC driving composed of +15 V and -20 V

had the largest difference in aperture ratio when the

same signal was provided. It was proved that the +15 V

and -20 V asymmetric AC driving combination had a

higher contrast in the image display process than other

combinations.

In the reflected luminance test experiment, the display

characteristics of the four combinations of driving waveforms

were also different. It could be seen from Figure 10 that the

maximum luminance of the asymmetric voltage driving

waveform could reach 60.67 absorbance unit (a.u.) in the “on”

state under the condition of +15 V and -20 V, and the minimum

luminance was 43.69 a. u. In “off” state. Compared with driving

waveforms under other voltages, the difference in luminance

between the “on” state and the “off” state of the +15 V and -20 V

driving waveform was the largest. The average luminance of the

+15 V and -15 V driving waveform was lower than that of the

TABLE 1 The aperture ratio of different voltages in different states.

“On”
state maximum (%)

“Off”
state minimum (%)

“On”
state average (%)

“Off”
state average (%)

+15 V 70.62 0 58.79 20.33

-15 V 58.29 18.71 49.08 34.25

+20 V 78.3 0 67.62 25.66

-20 V 64.68 0 59.49 21.54

FIGURE 8
Aperture ratiowith DCdriving. (A)Aperture ratio with +15 VDC driving. (B) Aperture ratiowith -15 VDC driving. (C) Aperture ratiowith +20 VDC
driving. (D) Aperture ratio with -20 V DC driving.
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+15 V and -20 V driving waveform. The driving waveform of

+20 V and -15 V had the worst performance, and the maximum

luminance could only reach 50.27 a. u. Compared with the

traditional symmetrical driving waveform composed of +20 V

and -20 V, the maximum luminance of the waveform of +15 V

and -20 V was increased by 14%. The large jitter in the reflected

luminance in Figure 10 could be caused by the reaction time

of oil.

It could be seen from Figure 11 that the display image of the

combination of +15 V and -20 V asymmetric AC driving had a

higher display effect than other combinations, and image details

were richer and the image was clearer. As shown in Figure 11B,

compared with Figure 11A, Figure 11C, and Figure 11D, the

details of the image marked by the red box in Figure 11B were

clearer, and more details could be displayed. Compared with the

DC driving waveform, as shown in the image of the area marked

by the blue circle in Figure 11, the texture of Figure 11E displayed

by the DC driving waveform was best, the overall contrast of the

picture was higher, and the displayed content and quality would

be better.

FIGURE 9
Aperture ratio with AC driving. (A) Aperture ratio with AC driving composed of +15 V and -15 V. (B) Aperture ratio of AC driving composed with
+15 V and -20 V. (C) Aperture ratio with AC driving composed of +20 V and -15 V. (D) Aperture ratio with AC driving composed of +20 V and -20 V.

FIGURE 10
Reflected luminance of different driving voltage waveforms.
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In order to prove the influence of AC frequency on the

display effect, we tested the influence of the AC driving

waveform at different frequencies on EWDs. An

asymmetrical AC driving waveform of +15 V and -20 V was

used by this frequency test experiment. The test video is a 1-

min video of a block moving back and forth. In order to get a

better display effect, the output resolution and refresh rate

were set to 800 × 480 and 60 Hz respectively. According to the

LCD data sheet, it was known that the LCD line scan period

was about 31us. The driving frequency test was carried out in
three cases where the signal was inverted every 10 lines, the
signal was inverted every 30 lines, and the signal was inverted
every 120 lines. The corresponding driving frequencies were
1639Hz, 543Hz, and 133 Hz. As shown in Figure 12, with the
DC driving waveform, an obvious afterimage phenomenon
could be observed in EWDs. In the case of 133 Hz and 543 Hz

AC driving waveform, there were obvious horizontal stripes
on EWDs. In the case of the 1,639 Hz AC driving waveform,
the horizontal stripe phenomenon disappeared completely,
and the contrast ratio was higher.

The afterimage problem in EWDs was solved by the proposed

method. As shown in Figure 13, when the video was played to

1 minute, the traditional method had an obvious video afterimage

problem. The video sticking problem and flickering problem were

effectively solved by the asymmetric IF AC driving model in this

paper.

As shown in Figure 14, there were a lot of dead pixels and

dead source lines on the screen. The EWD preparation

process and production quality were the main factors

affecting the current display, resulting in the appearance

of dead pixels and abnormal vertical stripes, which affect

the overall appearance.

FIGURE 11
The picture of ‘Lena’ displayed on the EWD. (A) Displayed with the AC driving composed of +15 V and -15 V. (B) Displayed with the AC driving
composed of +20 V and -20 V. (C) Displayed with the AC driving composed of +20 V and -15 V. (D) Displayed with the AC driving composed of
+20 V and -20 V. (E) Displayed with the +15 V DC driving signal.
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FIGURE 13
The EWD video display with different methods. (A) Traditional method (DC driving waveform). (B) Asymmetric IF AC driving model (Proposed
mothed).

FIGURE 12
Asymmetric AC driving results at different frequencies.
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4 Conclusion

In this paper, an IF asymmetric signal model was designed based

onAC drivingmodel. Themodel was different from the conventional

model in that it used the asymmetric signal of IF. It could effectively

avoid the afterimage phenomenon that occurs when playing video,

and the phenomenon of picture disappearance when playing static

images. In addition, a highly integrated EWDs display system was

designed for this model, which could display the picture transmitted

by the PC in real-time through the HDMI interface. Finally, the

asymmetric IF AC driving model was tested in the EWDs display

system to prove its validity of the asymmetric IF AC driving model.

This paper provided a reliable test solution for EWDs display drivers.
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